This short paper aims to discuss the effects of African-American rhetoric on the developments of African public policy. There is an historic relationship between the civil rights struggle in the United States and the struggle for independence on the continent that was greatly influenced by the political discourse that emerged in the US during the 1960's. This examination or discussion will reflect an essay by Dr. Molefi Asante entitled, The Future of African-American Rhetoric and reference the developments in South Africa to mirror pan-Africanist ideology in an ever-converging world through globalization. As an advocate for a pan-Africanism movement, this paper seeks to simply open channels for further discourse.
Discussion
Dr. Molefi Asante's reading [1] profoundly sparks many thoughts to the question of what is the future of African American rhetoric because of the effective influence it has on a global level involving African people throughout the world.
Asante speaks about the basic components of African rhetoric primarily being its categories and its characteristics. Looking at both we begin to understand essentially what type of direction that we as rhetors can employ in order to progress had a modification that other groups have not had and that the only way to transform the impact or our rhetoric is to in fact become essentialistic in order to maintain an order in our discourse that is most beneficial to our place in a world order.
An example of what Asante describes, perhaps in a harsher manner than how it is intended is that of African Americans and the Fourth of July. Postmodernism would see a relationship to African American history to this and say that essentialism is archaic, but do we look at the historical fact that African Americans were still in chains in 1776? The impact of these kinds of realizations is important because they force us to begin to critically place our history in its proper context. Certainly reflecting on our Kemetic history we do not lose touch with what our place has been, and by doing that we can begin to redefine our discourse, and the rhetoric we employ will be relevant and more impactful. Especially in the 21 st century where the characteristic and categories of our rhetoric have evolved with major social events of the previous century and so on. 
Conclusion
One can only imagine how this relationship reshapes the whole picture on public policy and development in the entire continent of Africa. As Asante asserts, that for the African American rhetorical theorist, there can be no genuine "African" approach to rhetoric without some attention to cultural issues that confront us as descendant or native Africans.
